Differential thresholds for limb movement measured using adaptive techniques.
Differential thresholds for limb movement were measured in 10 subjects, using the transformed up-down procedure. Subjects were required to indicate which of two random displacement perturbations delivered to their forearms had the larger standard deviation (SD). The SD of the reference signal was fixed for each experimental condition at one of seven values ranging from 0.05 to 3.2 mm. THe SD of the other signal varied depending on the subject's response. Using this procedure, the differential threshold for limb movement was calculated to be 8%, which is very similar to the thresholds estimated previously for changes in limb position (9%) and force (7%). The sensitivity of the human proprioceptive system to changes in limb displacement was much greater than anticipated, with subjects being able to resolve a 5-microns difference between two perturbations delivered to their arms.